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ABSTRACT 
A direct numerical method for the determination of 

instability threshold and stability boundaries of flexible rotor
bearing systems is presented. The stability boundary of an 
operating parameter is established by examining the variation in 
the real part of eigenvalue as a function of the operating 
parameter. This procedure can also be used to improve the 
system stability by considering the design variables as operating 
parameters. The finite element method is utilized in the 
formulation of system equations of motion. The numerical 
algorithm is based on the nonlinear optim&.ation techniques. 
Two examples are presented to illustrate the feasibility, 
desirability and the ability of the proposed algorithm. A simple 
journal bearing system is used for the parametric study. An 
industrial high speed compressor is employed to demonstrate the 
ability of this algorithm to deal with the practical applications. 
The stability boundaries calculated from this algorithm are in 
agreement with the experimental results. 

NOMENCLATURE 
C damping 
C damping matrix 
CB bearing radial clearance 
CL lobe radial clearance 
D bearing diameter 
F force 
J, 
G 
L 
K 
K 

objective function 
gyroscopic matrix 
bearing length 
stiffuess 
stiffness matrix 
state space matrix defined by equation (9) 
preload 
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M mass/inertia matrix 
M• state space matrix defined by equation (9) 
N s rotor speed, rps 
n degrees of freedom 
p operating parameter vector 
Q force vector 
q displacement vector 
R shaft radius, system modal norm 
SB bearing Sommerfeld number 
t time 
x • state space vector defined by equation (9) 
x,y displacements 
W bearing load 
Q rotor speed, rad/sec 
}.., eigenvalue 
� right eigenvector 
q> left eigenvector
6 logarithmic decrement 
cr damping exponent 
ro natural whirl frequency 
µ lubricant viscosity 

INTRODUCTION 
The design of rotor bearing systems are becoming more 

complex due to the increase in the rotor rotational speeds, 
requirements for the energy consideration, and extreme 
operating conditions. Typical design requirements for modern 
compressors include the capability of operating in the unload 
condition, near surge condition, a wide range of oil 
temperatures, and possible rotor overspeed. Very often, the 
instabilities caused by fluid filin bearings, seals, and 
aerodynamic forces are the only restrictions to the wide range of 
operating conditions. A very large and unstable vibration 
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component; typically ranging from 20% to 80% of the rotor 
speed, cari be observed by dynamic signal analyzers or FFf 
emulators if the system is operated beyond the instability 
threshold or the stability boundaries. This excessive vibration 
usually results in machine damage. Therefore, the determination 
of the instability threshold and the stability boundaries of the 
operating parameters is critical for the machine's safe operation. 

When a rotor is operated beyond a certain rotational speed, a 
very high and unstable vibration component with a fractional 
frequency of the rotor speed will be developed. This rotor speed 
is referred to as the instability threshold. At a constant 
rotational speed, the rotor can experience the same unstable 
state when an operating parameter is beyond a certain value. 
This limit is referred to as the stability boundary of that 
operating parameter. The instability threshold and stability 
boundary are usually determined from a stability map. A map of 
logarithmic decrements or damping coefficients versus the 
operating parameter is generated by repeated calculation of 
eigenvalues for a range of an operating parameter under study. 
Lund (1974) utilized the transfer matrix method for the 
calculation of damped critical speeds and instability threshold by 
repeatedly solving the eigenvalue polynomial equation. Since 
then, various roots searching techniques based on the transfer 
matrix polynomial method were proposed by Murphy and Vance 
(1983), Kim and David (1990). The instability threshold is then 
determined graphically by a stability map. A direct numerical 
procedure for the determination of instability threshold based on 
the transfer matrix method was presented by Zhou and Rieger 
(1985). A quadratic interpolation and iteration schemes were 
used in their algorithm to determine the instability threshold and 
the corresponding whirl frequency. No stability boundaries on 
the operating parameters were discussed. The numerical 
difficulties involved with the transfer matrix method as the 
model size increases are well known. The poss,ibility of missing 
some vibration modes still remains. A closed form solution of 
the stability parameter for a rigid and symmetric rotor system 
supported by two identical fluid film bearings was presented by 
Lund and Thomsen (1978 ). Rao ( 1983) extended the work to a 
flexible and symmetric rotor supported by two identical 
bearings. However, for the practical applications, a stability 
analysis of the complete rotor-bearing-foundation systems is 
required to determine the system stability. 

The development of finite element formulations for use in 
the rotor-bearing-foundation systems has receiv'ed considerable 
attention within the past few years (Nelson and Mc Vaugh, 1976; 
Rouch and Kao, 1979; Nelson, 1980). The capability of 
modeling complex systems and the stability of the numerical 
algorithms make the finite element method a popular and 
indispensable tool in the field of rotordynamics. The effects of 
rotatory inertia, gyroscopic moments, shear deformation, axial 
loads, flexible disks and housing are included in the work. The 
linearized bearing and seal coefficients, aerodynamic cross
couplings, and other sources of interaction can be easily 
incorporated into the mathematical model. Rajan et al. ( 1986) 
presented a direct numerical algorithm for the calculation of 
damped critical speeds using eigenvalue sensitivity based on the 
finite element formulation. The parameter sensitivity in the 
dynamics of rotor systems was discussed in their paper. These 
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sensitivity coefficients are valid and can be used only for a small 
design change. The instability threshold still has to be 
determined by the graphical method. Very often, the effects of 
the operating parameters on the system stability are essential in 
the design stage. The rotor speed dictates the aerodynamic 
performance. The lubricant viscosity determines the oil type and 
operating temperature range. The bearing loads determine the 
range of throttling. Therefore, it is extremely useful to have an 
automated procedure to directly calculate the instability 
threshold and the stability boundaries of the operating 
parameters. 

A direct numerical procedure proposed in this paper allows 
the designers to determine the instability threshold and stability 
boundaries of the operating parameters if the boundaries exist 
The governing system equations of motion are derived from the 
finite element method. The solution procedure is based on 
optimization techniques. The optimization techniques are very 
effective and suitable for this type of algorithm. The operating 
parameters are subject to constraints as dictated by practical 
limitations. Examples are presented to illustrate the procedure. 

GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

The finite element formulation of the rotor assembly is well 
documented by Nelson (1980) and Ehrich (1992). The equations 
of motion for the rotating assembly and foundation are of the 
form 

(1) 

where the vectors q,., qd, q
1 

represent the displacements of

shaft elements (and rigid disks), flexible disks, and flexible 
foundation, respectively. The mass/inertia matrix M is a real 
symmetric matrix which is a function of structural properties. 
The gyroscopic matrix G is a real skew symmetric matrix which 
is a function of structural properties and the shaft rotational 
speed, and the stiffness matrix K can be an arbitrary real matrix 
due to the nonconservative axial loads. The motion of the rotor 
is described by two translational and two rotational coordinate 
displacements at each finite element station. The motions of the 
flexible disks and foundation can be described by six degrees of 
freedom at each finite element station. The matrices of flexible 
disks and foundation can be obtained from any existing 
structural finite element computer programs, such as NASTRAN

and ANSYS. The three primary structural components (shaft 
and rigid disks, flexible disks, and foundation) are coupled by 
the interconnecting components. 

Fluid . film bearings are commonly used in the rotating 
machinery due to the bearing damping, stiffness characteristics 
and Jong life of operation. The use of linearized bearing 
dynamic coefficients in the analysis of rotor dynamics has been 
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widely accepted (Lund and Thomsen, 1978; Lund, 1990). The linearized governing equation of motion for a fluid film bearing 
connecting shaft station i and foundation j ( or station j of another
shaft) is given by

(2) 

where the 2x2 matrices Cb and Kb are the bearing damping and stiffness coefficients which are determined by solving the Reynolds equation and its perturbed equations (Klit and Lund, 1986). To study the effects of bearing parameters on the system stability, the bearing dynamic coefficients are expressed in the non-dimensional formats and represented as functions of the Sommerfeld number. The bearing Sommerfeld number is defined by 
(3) 

and the non-dimensional stiffness and damping coefficients are 
- K

l,j CB - c, . OCB K
l,j =� ; C1J = "W (i=x,y;j=x,y) (4)

- The Sommerfeld number and non-dimensional coefficientsare sometimes normalized with respect to the lobe radialclearance. However, the bearing radial clearance is more oftenused in the bearing and equipment manufacturers for themeasurability and machinability. Hence, the bearing radialclearance is employed in this paper. The relationship betweenthe bearing and lobe radial clearance is related by the bearingpreload:
C 

m=I--
8 (5) CL 

For a given operating condition, a Sommerfeld number is determined and the calculation of corresponding bearing stitfuess and damping coefficients becomes straightforward. '.Qius, for a given type of bearing, the dimensional bearing coefficients in equation (2) are functions of rotor speed, oil · sity, bearing load, and bearing clearance..Other sources of self-excitation include the aerodynamic. of impellers and seals. This type of de-stabilizing forces· ,,.expressed in the form (Weiser and Nordmann, 1989)

t Ca, Ca and Ka, ka are also functions of operating 
��ters. .e . assembled equations of motion which describe the ·c characteristics of the system are of the form
q:+[G+C

p
]<i+[K+K

P
]q=Q (7) 

\ P is the vector of the operating parameters which include . rotational speed, lubricant viscosity, bearing loads, bearing ·ce, and axial loads, etc. The matrices Cp and Kp are
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quite sparse and can be rearranged for minimum storage requirement. 
SYSTEM STABILITY For a given operating condition, the stability of the dynamic system can be determined by the eigenvalue equation of the homogeneous state space form 

where 

and 
. [M M = 

x(t) = {.q(t)} q (t) 
The solution has the form 

The associated eigenvalue problem becomes 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

with 2n eigenvalues A.i and the associated eigenvectors +i·Since M is a positive definite real .symmetric matrix, equation (11) can be reduced to the form 

and 
Aq, = 2q, (12) 

A= -(M"r' K" = [-M-'(�+CP ) -M-'(:+KP )] (13)
is an arbitrary real matrix. The solution of the eigenvalue problem is complex: 

(i = l,2, ... 2n) (14) 
The stability boundary can be established by examining the variation in the real part of ,t , as a function of an operating parameter. It is very common that logarithmic decrement is used to express the degree of the stability instead of using the damping exponent: 
o= -2m:r (15) 

OJ 

When logarithmic decrement becomes negative or the damping exponent becomes positive, the system becomes unstable and the linear theory is no longer valid. Nonlinear theory should be applied when the system operating parameter exceeds the stability boundary. However, experience shows that in most practical applications, the unstable vibration component grows very rapidly and violently such that the machine cannot be continuously operated without damage in one form or another. 
NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 



At the threshold of instability, the a is zero such that 

Athreshold = J (j) threshold 
(16) 

To detennine the stability boundary of an operating parameter, 
the problem can be stated as one of choosing an operating 
parameter subject to practical limitation of the design such that 
one of the system eigenvalues has a zero real part. The 
corresponding imaginary part is referred to as unstable whirl 
frequency. In most applications, if the system becomes unstable, 
the rotor whirls in its first mode (lowest whirl frequency) with 
forward precession. It should be noted that the first unstable 
mode can be either a bending mode or a rigid body mode, 
depending upon the potential energy distribution. 

The numerical algorithm can be written mathematically as 
follows: To find an operating parameter, p, which 

minimizes / (p) = I aj or d2

and is subject to pL < p < p u 

(17) 

(18) 

The operating parameters considered in this paper can be the 
rotor rotational speed, lubricant viscosity, bearing loads, bearing 
clearance, and axial loads, etc. The optimization procedure is 
tenninated at the ith iteration step if the objective function, 
f (p ) , satisfies the following conditions: 

or 
f (p) < Epsilon 

lf(p); - J(pf-1 1< Epsilon 

(19) 

(20) 

where Epsilon is a small number defined by the users. If the 
convergence equation ( 19) is satisfied, the instability boundary 
is then established.· If the procedure stops due to convergence 
equation (20), no instability boundary will be established and 
the system is either in a stable or an unstable state throughout 
the limits of the operating parameter. The feasible direction 
method (Vanderplaats, 1984) is employed as the optimization 
solver. The gradients required in the iterative process can be 
obtained analytically in the following expression (Rajan et al., 
1987) 

oM. oIC 

8A., = 
-<p;(l, �+

a;-
) ♦,

op R, 
(21) 

where cj,, • q> 1 are the corresponding right and left eigenvectors,
respectively. The right eigenvector is defined in equation (12) 
and the left eigenvector is defined in the following equation 

(22) 

The associated modal norm is defined as 

(23) 

The matrices in equation (23) are quite sparse. Computational 
procedures may be adopted which allow for the calculation of 
eigenvalue sensitivities with minimum computational expense 
(Rajan et al., 1987). To determine the instability boundary, only 
the real part of equation (21) is used. 
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PARAMETRIC STUDIES 

A single journal bearing system (Kirk and Gunter, 1970) is 
used for the parametric studies. The physical parameters of the 
system are summarized in Table l 

2 
Journal Mass = 22.766 Kg (0.13 Lbf-sec /in)
Bearing Length = 12.7 mm (0.5 in) 
Bearing Diameter = 50.8 mm (2.0 in) 
Bearing Clearance = 0.0635 mm (0.0025 in)
Bearing Load= 222.4 N (50 Lbf) 
Oil Viscosity= 6.89478 Centipoise (l.0E--06 Reyns) 

Table I System Parameters 

For a single journal bearing system, the rotor is assumed to 
be rigid and symmetric which is usually not practical. The 
stability of a rotor-bearing system depends on the bearing 
characteristics, bearing locations, rotor stiffness, and operating 
speed, etc. Therefore, for a given rotating system it is necessary 
to determine the stability boundaries by using a complete system 
model including rotor, bearing properties, and all other effects. 
This simple two degrees of freedom system is only employed to 
demonstrate the validity of the numerical procedures proposed in 
this paper. The results obtained from the algorithm presented 
here can be easily verified by using the conventional graphical 
method. 

Using the analytical procedures described earlier, the 
instability threshold can be found to be around 14025 rpm by 
considering the rotational speed as the operating parameter. For 
the purpose of comparison, the whirl speed and stability maps 
shown in Figures l and 2 are generated by calculating system 
eigenvalues over a range of rotational speed. Figure l shows 
that the backward mode is a real non-vibratory mode with zero 
whirl frequency from zero to 4615 rpm and becomes a vibratory 
mode after 4615 rpm. The forward mode is always a vibratory 
mode throughout the speed range. Figure 2 shows that the 
forward mode becomes unstable as the speed exceeds 14025 
rpm. The instability threshold determined by using the proposed 
procedure is in good agreement with the result obtained from the 
stability map. A parametric study is then carried out to 
understand the influence of the individual parameter on the 
instability threshold. Figure 3 shows that the instability 
threshold decreases as the oil viscosity increases and it is very 
sensitive at the low viscosity range (i.e. high temperature range). 
Figure 4 shows that decreasing the bearing load monotonously 
lowers the instability threshold. Figure 5 shows that the lowest 
instability threshold occurs when the bearing clearance is around 
0.0575 mm and the system stability can be improved by either 
decreasing or increasing the clearance from that point. 

At 12000 rpm, the stability boundaries of the bearing load 
and oil viscosity were calculated to be around 185 N and 9.1 
Centipoise, respectively. The logarithmic decrements versus 
bearing load and oil viscosity at 12000 rpm are plotted in 
Figures 6 and 7 for the comparison purpose. Figure 6 shows that 
the logarithmic decrement of the forward mode decreases as the 
bearing load decreases. On the contrary, the logarithmic 
decrement of the backward mode slightly increases as the 
bearing load decreases. The forward mode becomes unstable 
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when the bearing load is less than 185 N. Figure 7 shows that
the forward mode becomes unstable when the oil viscosity is
larger than 9.1 Centipoise. The logarithmic decrement of the
backward mode increases and the logarithmic decrement of the
forward mode decreases as the oil viscosity increases. The
logarithmic decrements of the forward and backward modes
mo�e in the opposite directions as the operating parameter
vanes. Under normal circumstances, the forward mode becomes
unstable. This effect can be mathematically proven by using the
energy approach (Lund 1990).

APPLICATIONS TO AN INDUSTRIAL COMPRESSOR 

To illus�ate the practical application of the algorithm, a high
speed centnfugal compressor was employed as a test vehicle.
The single overhung rotor system has a length of 550 mm and a
bearing diameter of 55 mm. The rotating assembly weighs about
17 Kg and is supported by two 3-lobe bearings as indicated in
Figure 8. ISO VG 32 mineral oil was used in the test. The
bearing loads are mainly due to the gear force which varies from
110 Kg to 450 Kg depending on the loading condition. The oil
temperature regulating valve was disabled during the test in
o�der �o manually adjust the oil temperature. Two perpendicular
vibration ¥robes were located at station 4 between the impeller
and bearing. The effects of the bearing loads and oil
temperature on the stability were studied. The first three
forward synchronous rigid bearing critical speeds are I 7730,
80720, and 177260 rpm. The rotor is operated at a constant
speed of 29700 rpm which is above the first bending critical
speed.

In the analytical model, an aerodynamic cross-coupling of
350 N/mm was included in the finite element station 2. The
cross�upling was calculated from the Alford equation with the
correlation factor of 1.5 (Kirk, 1988). In the calculation of the
bearing load instability boundary, the convergence equation (20)
was met and the program stopped. Hence no instability
boundary was established and the system is in a stable state
throughout the limits of bearing load. In the calculation of the
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oil temperature instability boundary, the program converged and
the objective function was nearly zero. The instability
boundaries were calculated to be 59°C and 61°c for the loaded
and unloaded conditions, respectively. The unstable whirl
frequency was calculated around 15000 rpm. The unstable mode
in this application is the first bending forward mode. The
associated mode shape is plotted in Figure 9.

The analytical results calculated from this wprk were
compared with the experimental results. The effect of bearing
load on the system stability was examined first. The oil inlet
temperature was controlled to be around 38°c. Figures IOA and 
IOB are the spectrum plots for the fully loaded and unloaded
conditions. In the loaded condition, the IX vibration component
was steady with an amplitude around 0.0075 mm, the sub
synchronous and higher harmonics were relatively small. In the
unloaded condition, the IX vibration component fluctuated from
0.008 mm to 0.011 mm and the sub-synchronous and higher
harmonics were relatively small. The sub-synchronous
component occurred around 16500 rpm. The system was in a
stable operation for any loading conditions at 38°c inlet oil
temperature. The effect of oil temperature, i.e. oil viscosity, on
the system stability was then examined. In the loaded condition
when the oil inlet temperature approached to 52°c, an unstabl;
sub-synchronous component showed up with an oscillating
frequency of 14640 rpm and with a fluctuating amplitude
ranging from 0.008 mm to 0.02mm. Figures 11 is the
instantaneous spectrum plot in the loaded condition with an oil
inlet temperature of 52°C. Similarly, when the oil inlet
temperature exceeded 50°C in the unloaded condition the
unstable sub-synchronous component showed up with an
oscillating frequency of 14760 rpm. Figure 12 shows the
unstable sub-synchronous component in the unloaded condition.
The critical speed was found to be around 14600 rpm from the
coastdown plot.

The analytical and experimental results are in agreement.
The instability boundaries of the oil temperature established
analytically were slightly higher than the values obtained from
the experiment. The difference can be attributed to the
�easurement of the oil inlet temperature, the assumption made
m the hear balance calculation, and the estimation of the
aerodynamic cross-coupling. This example illustrated that the
proposed algorithm can be an effective design tool in the
establishment of the instability boundaries of the operating
parameters.

CONCLUSION 

A direct numerical algorithm for the determination of
instability threshold and stability boundaries of operating
parameters for the flexible rotor-bearing systems has been
present�.. �e onset of instability is established by examining
the vanation m the real part of eigenvalue as a function of an
operating parameter. The automated algorithm can be used for
improvement of system stability and for adjustment of the
operating parameters to a wide range of operation.

Two examples have been presented to demonstrate the
automated algorithm. A parametric study on the instability
threshold was carried out in the first example to show the
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influence of the operating parameters on the system stability. 
An industrial high speed compressor has been employed as a test 
vehicle to illustrate the ability of the algorithm to deal with more 
practical applications. It has been shown that the proposed 
algorithm is a valuable and effective analytical design tool for 
the design of flexible rotor bearing systems. 
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